Uncoupling proteins: the issues from a biochemist point of view.
The functional characteristics of uncoupling proteins (UCP) are reviewed, with the main focus on the results with isolated and reconstituted proteins. UCP1 from brown adipose tissue, the paradigm of the UCP subfamily, is treated in more detail. The issues addressed are the role and mechanism of fatty acids, the nucleotide binding, the regulation by pH and the identification by mutagenesis of residues involved in these functions. The transport and regulatory functions of UCP2 and 3 are reviewed in comparison to UCP1. The inconsistencies of a proposed nucleotide insensitive H(+) transport by these UCPs as concluded from the expression in yeast and Escherichia coli are elucidated. In both expression system UCP 2 and 3 are not in or cannot be converted to a functionally native state and thus also for these UCPs a nucleotide regulated H (+) transport is postulated.